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ABSTRACT

Identifying physiological ligands is necessary for annotating new protein structures, yet this presents a significant challenge to biologists and pharmaceutical chemists. Here we develop a predictor of cholesterol and cholate binding that works across diverse protein families, extending beyond sequence motif-based prediction. This approach combines SimSite3D site comparison with the detection of conserved interactions in cholesterol/cholate bound crystal structures to define 3-dimensional interaction motifs. The resulting predictor identifies cholesterol sites with an ~82% unbiased true positive rate in both membrane and soluble proteins, with a very low false positive rate relative to other predictors. The CholMine webserver can analyze users’ structures, detect those likely to bind cholesterol/cholate, and predict the binding mode and key interactions. By deciphering the determinants of binding for these important steroids, CholMine may also aid in the design of selective inhibitors and detergents for targets such as G protein coupled receptors and bile acid receptors.
INTRODUCTION

Membrane proteins are surrounded by a complex mixture of lipids, including phospholipids, cholesterol and some bile salts (bile acids and alcohols). One of the bile salts, cholate, is often used as a detergent to solubilize membrane proteins\textsuperscript{1,2}. Different types of lipids influence biological functions of membrane proteins in direct or indirect ways.\textsuperscript{3,4,5} Conserved binding sites for certain lipids have been characterized on membrane proteins\textsuperscript{4,6,7} and these lipids can play an important role in structural stabilization and biological processes. For example, in bovine heart cytochrome c oxidase (CcO), the tails of two phosphatidylglycerol lipids regulate oxygen transfer to the active site, and phosphatidylethanolamine, cardiolipin, and phosphatidylglycerol are all associated with the dimer interface.\textsuperscript{4,6} Detergents can occupy natural lipid sites under different experimental conditions.\textsuperscript{7} For example, phosphatidylcholine in bovine CcO and the detergents decyl maltoside in \textit{Rhodobacter sphaeroides} and lauryldimethylamine oxide in \textit{Paracoccus denitrificans} CcO occupy the same crevices of the proteins in different crystal structures\textsuperscript{7}. Defining the determinants of lipid binding can help scientists understand the structural basis for the specificity of these sites, and aid in the design of site-selective ligands and detergents for protein purification and structure determination.

Cholesterol (Figure 1(A)) plays an important role in the function of many biological systems, including eukaryotic, viral and prokaryotic proteins. While cholesterol is often considered important because of its role in membrane organization, including lipid rafts,\textsuperscript{8} cholesterol also exerts important regulatory effects via direct, specific binding to proteins. Through binding to the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor and many G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), cholesterol modifies the receptors’ affinity for agonists.\textsuperscript{9} Additionally, mutations in the cholesterol-binding sites of virus envelope proteins, such as the HIV protein gp41 and Semliki Forest virus E1
protein, inhibit virus invasion at the fusion and budding stages.\textsuperscript{10} In addition, cholesterol binding by podocin and MEC-2, members of the prohibitin domain family, is essential for regulating the activity of their ion channel partners.\textsuperscript{11}

\begin{figure}
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\caption{2D and 3D chemical structures of (A) cholesterol (blue) and (B) cholate (yellow), with the flexible tails from C21 to C24/C25 shown in arbitrary favorable conformations.}
\end{figure}

A recent proteomic study mapped cholesterol-protein interactions in mammalian cells with photoreactive sterol probes, followed by quantitative mass spectrometry\textsuperscript{12}. Their work identified over 250 cholesterol binding proteins, including some known to biosynthesize, transport and regulate cholesterol, as well as others known to regulate sugars and glycerolipids or participate in vesicular transport and protein glycosylation and degradation.

Cholesterol-binding sequence motifs have been proposed for several protein families. For instance, a cholesterol consensus motif (CCM) has been identified in class A GPCRs as
matching the amino acid sequence R/K-(X)_{1,7}-I/V/L-(X)_{1,3}-W/Y on one transmembrane alpha helix. The “strict CCM” also contains F/Y on a neighboring helix, based on residue conservation analysis between known cholesterol sites.\textsuperscript{13} An expanded version of the CCM includes serine/glycine in one helix that forms an interhelical hydrogen bond with the CCM W/Y residue on an adjacent helix. The additional hydrogen bond is proposed to adjust the orientation of the aromatic side chain to enhance its stacking interactions with the steroid ring system\textsuperscript{14}. A similar motif, the cholesterol recognition amino acid consensus or CRAC motif, has been defined in the outer mitochondrial membrane translocator protein (TSPO; also known as the peripheral benzodiazepine receptor). This consensus motif is L/V- (X)_{1,5}-Y- (X)_{1,5}-R/K, based on the loss of cholesterol uptake in TSPO Y153 and R156 mutants and alignment of this sequence region with other cholesterol binding proteins.\textsuperscript{15,16} Recently, an enhanced version of the CRAC motif, LAF-CRAC, has been shown to be associated with nanomolar affinity for cholesterol in TSPO.\textsuperscript{17} CARC, a cholesterol binding motif in the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor\textsuperscript{18}, and a tilted peptide cholesterol binding motif have also been described.\textsuperscript{19,20}

However, sequence motifs derived from one protein family often do not generalize well to predicting cholesterol-binding sites in other families, and these sequence motifs also match sites that do not bind cholesterol. For instance, analysis of 2,100 proteins in a bacterium that does not contain cholesterol found 5,000 matches to the CRAC motif.\textsuperscript{21} Additional cholesterol binding sites are known that do not match any previously known motifs, for instance, the additional cholesterol sites known in some class A GPCRs. A GXXXG motif has been found to be critical for cholesterol binding to the β-amyloid precursor protein, as characterized by cholesterol titration and mutagenesis.\textsuperscript{22} Cholesterol binding to this protein has been proposed to promote amyloidogenesis in Alzheimer’s disease.\textsuperscript{23} For cytolytic toxin recognition of cholesterol, a
simple motif composed of a threonine-leucine pair in loop L1 has been identified by mutation analysis. Thus, cholesterol binding sequence motifs appear to be fairly specific to protein families. Our aim is to uncover general features of cholesterol recognition that are shared by different protein families, and which discriminate cholesterol binding sites from other ligand sites. These features can then be tested for their ability to capture a broader range of cholesterol-binding sites via application of the resulting predictor, CholMine.

Prediction of cholate binding sites also attracts our attention for several reasons. Cholate (Figure 1(B)) is used extensively as a membrane protein solubilizing detergent. Crystal structures show cholate occupying binding pockets on membrane proteins, and this molecule shares significant similarity with cholesterol in shape and steroidal chemistry, aside from its dissimilar polar tail. Cholate, a bile acid, functions in some cells as a steroid hormone that binds to nuclear receptors to modulate gene expression. Several soluble nuclear receptors have been reported to bind bile acids, including farnesoid X receptor (FXR), liver X receptor alpha, and cyclopentyladenosine receptor. The resulting complexes stimulate or suppress gene transcription by binding to promoter regions. Cholate is also one of the two major bile acids synthesized from cholesterol and plays an essential role in the absorption of fat and lipidic vitamins, by forming micelles to solubilize fat. Cholate has been shown to be an agonist for the human bile acid G protein coupled receptor TGR5, involved in suppression of macrophage function. Lastly, a relative of cholate, 3-keto petromyzonol sulfate, acts as a vertebrate pheromone through interaction with two other GPCRs. Thus, understanding the determinants of cholate binding and identifying features that distinguish between cholate and cholesterol sites will be useful for designing site-selective ligands and detergents for stabilizing and purifying membrane proteins, and for interpreting ambiguous electron density in crystallography.
What is known about the determinants for protein interaction with lipids, in general? Four important factors can be summarized from the literature. The first is the presence of aromatic residues such as tryptophan (W), tyrosine (Y) and phenylalanine (F). Tryptophan and tyrosine are preferred at membrane interfaces.\(^3\) In the Ballesteros-Weinstein numbering scheme to facilitate comparison of G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs), residues are labeled by two indices, X.Y, the first indexing the transmembrane helix number in which the residue occurs, and the second indicating the position within the helix. The position number 50 is assigned to the most highly conserved position in each helix, with numbers increasing towards the C-terminus.\(^3\)

The Trp residue at position 4.50 in class A GPCRs, involved in cholesterol binding, is highly conserved (94%).\(^3\) Aromatic residues contribute to cholesterol binding through favorable \(\pi\) and hydrophobic interactions with the steroid ring system of cholesterol.\(^3\) The second class of residues contributing to lipid binding includes the positively charged residues lysine (K), arginine (R), and histidine (H), which form electrostatic interactions with the polar or negatively charged head groups of lipids.\(^3,33\) Uncharged polar residues such as serine (S), threonine (T), and cysteine (C) also contribute by forming hydrogen bonds with lipids (where cysteine acts as a weak hydrogen-bond acceptor).\(^3,33\) The last class of residues involved in lipid binding includes the moderately bulky hydrophobic residues isoleucine, leucine, and valine (I, L, V), as found in the CCM and CRAC motifs. Position 6.57 in GPCRs is conserved with isoleucine and valine in adenosine receptors.\(^3\) These residues form van der Waals interactions with the hydrophobic part of lipids, participate in stacking interactions, and form hydrophobic grooves for binding.\(^3,31,34\)

Regions of lipid interaction have also been predicted using entire amino acid sequences, rather than motifs, along the lines of the transmembrane protein segment predictors that became popular in the 1980s. However, this type of prediction typically focuses on annotating membrane
spanning regions of the protein sequence and does not provide information about pockets comprised of discontiguous parts of the protein that bind lipids tightly, the kind of lipid occupying each pocket, or the chemical and spatial determinants of lipid specificity. For example, different categories of lipid-interacting proteins have been predicted, according to lipid degradation, metabolism, synthesis, transport, and other functions, by using amino acid sequence information from the SwissProt database.\textsuperscript{35} In addition, residues involved in lipid binding have been predicted based on amino acid sequence and residue conservation using a support vector machine.\textsuperscript{36} However, this approach does not provide spatial or lipid-specificity information that extends to new protein classes. Lipid-binding sites in several key cytoskeletal proteins have been predicted using a matrix-based algorithm to identify highly hydrophobic or amphipathic amino acid segments,\textsuperscript{37} again predicting transmembrane secondary structure segments rather than pockets where lipids bind tightly and specifically. The goal of the work presented here is to identify the shared chemical determinants of cholesterol and cholate binding across non-homologous protein sites, and develop a sensitive and specific predictor for these sites.

METHODS

Our identification of the determinants for cholesterol and cholate binding employs SimSite3D to align and quantify the similarity between pairs of binding sites.\textsuperscript{38} The predictive accuracy is enhanced by incorporating knowledge of conserved interaction hotspots shared by cholesterol or cholate binding sites. In developing the CholMine predictor, we test the hypothesis that cholesterol (or cholate) binding in different proteins involves a characteristic set of interactions that distinguish cholesterol/cholate binding from other ligands.
SimSite3D and site maps for aligning and comparing protein sites. To align pairs of non-homologous protein sites and find the relative orientation with maximum shape and chemical similarity in the absence of ligand information, we use SimSite3D\textsuperscript{38,41}. This method aligns two protein sites based on their similarity in surface shape and chemical features, without requiring underlying sequence or structural similarity. For a given query site, the similarity to another site is measured in standard deviations relative to the query’s mean score when aligned to all cases in a set of 140 ligand-binding sites (including one cholesterol site) chosen from proteins with undetectable sequence and structural homology to one another, representing a highly diverse set of ligand sites (Table S1). This Z-score measures the statistical significance of a match. An alignment between two sites with a SimSite3D score less than -1.5 (in standard deviation units, where more negative values indicate greater similarity) results in 2 Å RMSD or better site alignment in 80% of cases, based on tests across pterin, adenine, peptide and xenobiotic binding sites from which the ligand has been removed.\textsuperscript{38,41} SimSite3D alignment and scoring can also discriminate binding sites with similar chemical features that do not bind the same ligand. By contrast, other ligand site prediction methods either use information for both the ligand and receptor,\textsuperscript{39} or they only predict binding sites with high sequence similarity within certain protein families such as GPCRs.\textsuperscript{40}

The site map representation used by SimSite3D is a set of chemically labeled points in 3-dimensional space derived from residues in a user-defined or known ligand binding site. The site map represents a negative chemical image of the protein, indicating ideal positions for ligand atoms of a given chemistry to interact favorably with the protein. Each site map point can be related back to the corresponding protein atom(s). Hydrophobic site map points are set down discretely in a hemispherical array around hydrophobic protein atoms based on internal protein
coordinates, such that two perfectly overlaid identical side chains will have exactly matching hydrophobic points, regardless of their initial Cartesian coordinates. Similarly, polar points are generated according to the favored geometry of hydrogen bonds relative to donor or acceptor groups in the protein (as is done for SLIDE docking templates\textsuperscript{42}), with hydrogen-bond donor-acceptor atom interactions in the range of 2.5-3.5 Å, and the angle between the donor, hydrogen and acceptor atoms falling between 120° and 180°. In SimSite3D, the matches of hydrogen-bonding groups are scaled according to the extent to which their hydrogen bonding vectors point in the same direction, based on the colinearity of (cosine of the angle between) their donor-acceptor vectors. Exact overlap (angle of 0°) yields a weight of 1 for the hydrogen bond match, and an angle of 90° yields a weight of 0. In the CholMine implementation, the boundaries of a site map are determined either by user specification of a set of residues comprising the cleft to be analyzed, or by a set of ligand atom coordinates (which can be based on an experimentally determined or hypothesized ligand position that the user would like to assess). The ligand coordinates are then used to define a volume for site map generation, by selecting the set of protein residues containing at least one atom within 4.5 Å of one or more ligand atoms. SimSite3D reads ligand coordinates in Tripos mol2 format for site map generation. Ligand coordinates are converted from PDB format to mol2 format, as needed, by using the molcharge utility in QuacPac v. 1.3.1, utilizing OEChem toolkit v. 1.6.1 (OpenEye Scientific Software, Santa Fe, NM; http://www.eyesopen.com).

**Extraction of an interaction motif for binding the same ligand in non-homologous sites.**

The goal of this work is to identify a motif that characterizes the binding of cholesterol (or cholate) across non-homologous proteins. For moderately to highly polar ligand sites, the SimSite3D score, which calculates the degree of chemical match between two sets of aligned site
map points and their degree of molecular surface shape similarity, is usually sufficient to filter out false positive site matches while aligning and detecting most of the true positive sites. However, cholesterol sites are unusually hydrophobic, and the degree of conservation of polar interactions between non-homologous cholesterol sites is low, particularly because crystal structures show that the cholesterol hydroxyl moiety is often exposed to bulk water rather than interacting directly with protein atoms. As a result, CholMine employs SimSite3D to align and score a pair of site maps, and then determines whether this alignment matches a majority of conserved points of hydrophobic interaction identified from known cholesterol binding sites. Table 1 lists protein structures containing the twelve low-homology cholesterol sites, which were divided into two sets: the first set for training to detect conserved points of cholesterol interaction, and the second set for unbiased testing of cholesterol site predictions on a series of unrelated proteins. The cholesterol sites from dogfish and pig sodium-potassium pump proteins (PDB entries 2ZXE and 3KDP) were both included in the training set because their cholesterol binding residues were in different conformations. The number of independently determined, well-resolved, non-homologous cholesterol binding sites in the Protein Data Bank is limited, likely due to the extreme difficulty in handling this ligand, which has extremely low aqueous solubility. However, including several cholesterol sites from the same protein family would bias towards identifying a family-specific motif, whereas the goal here is to discover the chemical determinants of cholesterol binding sites in general. Therefore, we tested the extent to which the cholesterol binding motif determined from the training set cases can predict cholesterol sites well in other proteins, including: the non-homologous cholesterol binding sites in the test set, a series of cholesterol-binding class A GPCR structures showing sequence and conformational diversity, a set of non-cholesterol steroid binding sites, a set of aliphatic lipid binding sites, a set of 109
bacterial membrane proteins that do not contain cholesterol binding sites, and 139 soluble protein sites known to bind ligands other than cholesterol. Including only membrane protein cholesterol binding sites in the training set and only soluble sites in the training set (and then inverting the sets) allowed us to further test whether cholesterol binding motifs are similar in these different cellular environments.

To determine the conserved cholesterol contacts shared by diverse binding sites, CholMine employs the binary string output of SimSite3D (Figure 2), representing spatially aligned SimSite3D interaction points. Once a set of known cholesterol or cholate training sites has been aligned by SimSite3D based on matching the 3-dimensional site map points and the surface shape derived from protein atom coordinates alone, the software determines which site map points overlay in 3-dimensional space and have the same chemical interaction type (are conserved between the sites). The most highly conserved interaction points can then serve as a fingerprint, or filter, that aids in recognizing cholesterol sites.

The determination of conserved interaction points can be conceptualized as a matrix of SimSite3D-aligned site map points (Figure 2) indexed relative to the points they match spatially in the representative site, which is the site with the highest degree of interaction point conservation with the other cholesterol sites. This procedure results in the unbiased detection of a 3-dimensional binding motif corresponding to shared interactions in non-homologous sites binding cholesterol, as indicated by the highlighted vertical green bars showing points of interaction common to 70% or more of the sites (Figure 2).
Table 1. Cholesterol binding proteins in the training and test sets.

Training set: membrane proteins

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDB code</th>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Res.(Å)</th>
<th>R-factor</th>
<th>Protein Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2RH1</td>
<td>Cholesterol</td>
<td>H. sapiens</td>
<td>2.4 Å</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>β2-adrenergic G protein-coupled receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3AM6</td>
<td>Cholesterol</td>
<td>A. acetabulum</td>
<td>3.2 Å</td>
<td>0.290</td>
<td>Proton-pumping rhodopsin II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2ZXE</td>
<td>Cholesterol</td>
<td>S. acanthias</td>
<td>2.4 Å</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>Sodium-potassium pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3KDP</td>
<td>Cholesterol</td>
<td>S. scrofa</td>
<td>3.5 Å</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>Sodium-potassium pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3KDP</td>
<td>Cholesterol</td>
<td>M. musculus</td>
<td>2.8 Å</td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td>μ-Opioid receptor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Test set: soluble proteins

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDB code</th>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Res.(Å)</th>
<th>R-factor</th>
<th>Protein Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1LRI</td>
<td>Cholesterol</td>
<td>P. cryptogea</td>
<td>1.45 Å</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>Beta-elicitin cryptogein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1N83</td>
<td>Cholesterol</td>
<td>H. sapiens</td>
<td>1.63 Å</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>Retinoic acid-related orphan receptor alpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1ZHY</td>
<td>Cholesterol</td>
<td>S. cerevisiae</td>
<td>1.60 Å</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>KES1 protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3GKI</td>
<td>Cholesterol</td>
<td>H. sapiens</td>
<td>1.80 Å</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>Niemann-pick c1 protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3N9Y</td>
<td>Cholesterol</td>
<td>H. sapiens</td>
<td>2.10 Å</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>Cholesterol side-chain cleavage enzyme (Cyp11A1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Determining conserved site map points. Aligned site map points with matching chemical labels from the training set of cholesterol (CLR) sites are shown following SimSite3D spatial alignment. Hydrophobic (H) or hydrogen-bond donor (D) site map points are shown on lines 2-6 if they fall within 1.5 Å of a site map point of the same chemical type in the query site, 3KDP_CLR3001D, where the number and letter after the CLR residue code indicate its residue number and chain identifier in the PDB file. Hydrogen-bond acceptor (A) and donor and/or acceptor (N) points (e.g., hydroxyl interaction sites) also occur in cholesterol sites but are not found to be conserved between the sites. The 3KDP query site was chosen as the representative query site for cholesterol binding because it has the highest degree of site map point conservation with the other cholesterol sites. Highly conserved points (green backgrounds) comprising the conserved motif for cholesterol interaction were identified based on occurring in at least 70% of these training cases aligned to the 3KDP query site.
Establishing a cholate site predictor. Creating a cholate site predictor for the CholMine software followed the same process as for cholesterol prediction. The first step was to set up the training and test databases. 20 cholate (PDB residue name CHD) binding sites in 12 non-redundant proteins were used to generate SimSite3D site maps representing points of favorable hydrophobic or hydrogen-bond interactions with cholate (Table 2). These 20 cholate binding sites were divided into two datasets of equal size. There were just four non-homologous membrane protein-bound cholate sites in the PDB, representing limited training power, with the 16 other cholate sites coming from soluble proteins. The training set thus included the 4 membrane protein cholate sites and 6 of the soluble cholate sites. There were no instances of cholate sites repeated (even with low homology) between the training and test sets, to guarantee that the test predictions would be unbiased. Due to the limited availability of unrelated cholate sites in the PDB, four bile acid binding proteins with moderate pairwise sequence identity (~60%) were included in the test set. Inverting the two sets in testing and training then allowed testing whether a more diverse set of cholate sites (the first set, with a mixture of unrelated membrane and soluble sites) or a set of sites with some similarity (from four diverse bile acid binding proteins and two unrelated proteins) provided greater cholate site detection power.

Summary of the steps for establishing a cholesterol (or cholate) site predictor.

Step 1: Preparing the training and testing databases. The binding sites divided into training and test sets were processed by SimSite3D to create site maps. Sets of soluble and membrane proteins containing diverse or lipid ligands (as described in the section above, “SimSite3D and site maps for aligning and comparing protein sites” and in “Bacterial membrane proteins for evaluating false positive prediction rate”, below) were also prepared as site maps for alignment and comparison as negative controls, to assess the rate of false positive predictions.
Table 2: Cholate binding proteins in the training and test sets.

Training set: mixture of membrane and soluble proteins

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDB ID ^</th>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Res.(Å)</th>
<th>R-factor</th>
<th>Protein Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Δ 1EE2</td>
<td>Cholate</td>
<td>E. caballus</td>
<td>1.5Å</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>Alcohol dehydrogenase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ 1S9Q</td>
<td>Cholate</td>
<td>M.musculus</td>
<td>2.2Å</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>Estrogen-related receptor gamma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ 2AZY</td>
<td>Cholate</td>
<td>S. scrofa</td>
<td>1.9Å</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>Phospholipase A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ 2DQY</td>
<td>Cholate</td>
<td>H. sapiens</td>
<td>3.0Å</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>Liver carboxylesterase 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>^ 2DYR</td>
<td>Cholate</td>
<td>B. taurus</td>
<td>1.8Å</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>Cytochrome c oxidase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ 2HRC</td>
<td>Cholate</td>
<td>H. sapiens</td>
<td>1.7Å</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>Ferrochelatase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Test set: soluble proteins

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDB ID ^</th>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Res.(Å)</th>
<th>R-factor</th>
<th>Protein Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Δ 1TW4</td>
<td>Cholate</td>
<td>G. gallus</td>
<td>2.0Å</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>Liver bile acid binding protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ 2FT9</td>
<td>Cholate</td>
<td>A. mexicanum</td>
<td>2.5Å</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>Liver bile-acid-binding protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ 2QO4</td>
<td>Cholate</td>
<td>D. rerio</td>
<td>1.5Å</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>Liver bile acid-binding protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ 2RLC</td>
<td>Cholate</td>
<td>C. perfringens</td>
<td>1.8Å</td>
<td>0.195</td>
<td>Choloylglycine hydrolase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ 3ELZ</td>
<td>Cholate</td>
<td>D. rerio</td>
<td>2.2Å</td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td>Ileal bile acid-binding protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ 3QPS</td>
<td>Cholate</td>
<td>C. jejuni</td>
<td>2.4Å</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>CmeR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^ Membrane proteins are indicated by ^ and soluble proteins by Δ. In PDB structures 2DYR, 2HRC, 1TW4, 2FT9, and 3ELZ, two or more independent cholate binding sites were included in training or testing.

Step 2: Choosing the most representative cholesterol (or cholate) binding site. The goal of this step was to select the known site with the best SimSite3D scoring detection and quality of alignment with other cholesterol (or cholate) binding sites (as described for the site from PDB entry 3KDP in Figure 2). For cholesterol sites, the membrane set was initially assigned as the training set, the soluble set as a true positive test set, and the diverse ligand sites as a dataset with one true positive buried in many false positive cases. The SimSite3D normalized score threshold was set to 0.0 (keeping the best scoring orientation of any site that aligns favorably with the query site), and each of the 12 cholesterol sites was compared against all the others, and to the diverse set of 140 binding sites. The RMSD value representing the closeness of alignment (with 0 Å representing a perfect alignment) between the query site cholesterol atom positions and those
in the aligned ligand sites was calculated by using the RMSD function in the OEchem toolkit v.1.6.1 (http://www.eyesopen.com; OpenEye Scientific Software, Santa Fe, NM). Assigning one query site from the training set and a separate query site from the test site allowed the two sets to be inverted for training and testing. The same procedure was followed for cholate sites.

Step 3: Extracting a fingerprint of conserved interactions from known cholesterol (or cholate) sites and applying it to predict on the test set. A high false positive rate results when SimSite3D alone is used to align hydrophobic sites with a generous scoring threshold, due to significant hydrophobic contact scores and the absence of directional hydrogen-bonding group matches (which are strong discriminants for polar sites binding the same ligand). This motivated our developing a way to pinpoint additional conserved features of cholesterol or cholate binding sites. Conserved hydrophobic interactions were identified between the cholesterol sites, based on site map points that overlaid in 3-dimensional space, as shown in Figure 2, for both the training and test sets. These points represent hydrophobic positions in the cholesterol sites that are ≥70% conserved with respect to the query site for the membrane (3KDP_CLR3001D) or soluble set (1ZHY_CLR1001A). The conserved points and their relative positions in space provide a shared recognition motif or fingerprint for cholesterol interaction that is implemented as a filter (following SimSite3D alignment) in the CholMine predictor. A test site is predicted to bind cholesterol or cholate if, upon 3-dimensional site map alignment with the query site, it matches at least 70% of the conserved points. The same procedure was followed for identifying and applying a conserved recognition motif for the cholate training and test sites.

Bacterial membrane proteins for evaluating false positive prediction rate. Bacteria contain no cholate or cholesterol, and are thus likely to provide a rigorous set of ligand sites to test for the rate of false positive cholesterol predictions because their membrane-exposed
surfaces are hydrophobic and interact with other lipids. PDB codes of bacterial membrane proteins were extracted from the Membrane Proteins of Known 3D Structure Database (http://blanco.biomol.uci.edu/mpstruc/) and then entered in the Pisces server\(^43\) (http://dunbrack.fccc.edu/Guoli/PISCES_InputB.php) to select a low-homology set of bacterial membrane proteins using default criteria: crystal structures with \(\leq 25\%\) pairwise sequence identity, \(\leq 3.0\) Å resolution, \(R\)-value \(\leq 0.3\), and chain length between 40 and 10,000 residues.

**Figure 3.** Steps in CholMine cholesterol and cholate site prediction.

**CholMine server.** The overall steps in cholesterol/cholate site prediction by CholMine are summarized in Figure 3. A web server implementation has been established to support automated prediction of cholesterol and cholate binding sites by users for their own protein structures (http://cholmine.bmb.msu.edu). Given a Protein Data Bank file and a ligand residue number and ligand chain ID for a placemarker ligand in the site, the server will provide the
following information: a prediction of whether the site binds cholesterol or cholate; the predicted binding mode of the corresponding steroid; and the residues in the binding site forming conserved interactions with cholesterol or cholate. A prediction summary plus PDB files containing the ligand orientation and essential residues are e-mailed to the user, with an option to also provide a pre-formatted PyMOL molecular graphics file (Schrödinger, New York, NY; http://pymol.org) showing the predicted interactions. The set of key protein interactions can be used to design experiments that probe ligand binding, for instance by site-directed mutagenesis.

As well as supporting the use of a placeholder ligand (e.g., a crystallographic lipid or user-defined dummy residue) to define the binding site volume to analyze, the server also supports user uploading of a mini PDB file that contains up to 25 residues defining the protein region the user would like to assess for cholesterol or cholate binding. This set of residues is used to define the potential ligand binding site volume as a box bounded by the minimum and maximum x, y, and z coordinates of the residues provided. The volume for site map generation is then refined by placing probes on a 1.0 Å grid in the box and removing any probes within 3.5 Å (van der Waals contact distance) of protein atoms. The site map for CholMine analysis is generated within this volume for comparison to the conserved interaction points characteristic of cholesterol or cholate binding. 10,000 Å³ was set as the maximum box volume in the server implementation.

RESULTS

Cholesterol binding site training and testing. Of all the membrane cholesterol sites, 3KDP_CLR3001D gave the lowest average RMSD of alignment against the other membrane sites in the training set when used as the query (Figure 4(A)), so the site map and positions and chemistry of conserved interactions in this site were used as the basis to align and score the test
cases. As shown in Figure 4(B), 1ZHY_CLR1001A gave the lowest average RMSD when used as the query for alignment of the set of soluble cholesterol sites. Thus, this site was chosen as the soluble site representative query when the training and test sets were inverted to determine which query had the greatest predictive power and lowest false positive rate.

As shown in Table 3, using the 3KDP_CLR3001D site as the query (where CLR is the residue name for cholesterol and 3001D is the ligand residue number), combined with requiring at least 70% of its conserved interactions to be matched for a site to be predicted as cholesterol

![Figure 4. Pairwise alignment and similarity scoring. (A) All-against-all SimSite3D comparison for membrane protein cholesterol binding sites. (B) All-against-all comparison for soluble protein cholesterol binding sites. For the top-scoring alignment of each site pair, the SimSite3D similarity score values are colored from red (most similar) to dark blue (marginally similar) with corresponding score values ranging from -5 to 0 (in standard deviations above the mean score when the same query site is compared to the set of 140 diverse ligand binding sites, where more negative is more significant). Black indicates failure to meet the normalized score threshold of 0. Numbers reported in the grid are the RMSD values (Å) between cholesterol rings following SimSite3D site alignment. Lower RMSD indicates better alignment between sites. The “# norm. hits” column on the right side of each matrix reports the number of sites meeting the scoring threshold for similarity to the query site (labeled to the left in each row) when searching against the 140 sites in the diverse dataset (Table S1), which includes one true positive cholesterol site. The high number of false positives is based on SimSite3D alignment score only, before the conserved interaction points for cholesterol sites have been considered.](image-url)
binding resulted in prediction of 83% of the membrane protein cholesterol sites (training set) and 80% of the soluble protein cholesterol sites (true positives in the unbiased test set), with a relatively low rate (5%) of false positives in the 140-site diverse dataset. Self-prediction of a site (when used as both the query site and as a dataset entry) is not included in the calculation of the true positive rate, since self-prediction is guaranteed. In contrast, although the soluble cholesterol site 1ZHY_CLR1001A has a low false positive rate when at least 70% of its conserved interactions are matched, it fails to find any of the membrane protein cholesterol binding sites, while predicting 75% of the soluble sites. These results suggest that the membrane cholesterol sites share a conserved motif that is also part of the soluble site recognition of cholesterol. However, additional shared interactions within the soluble sites are not well-matched by the membrane sites, likely due to the fact that soluble proteins more fully surround and sequester cholesterol. Based on its superior performance on soluble as well as membrane cholesterol binding sites, the 3KDP query site and its conserved set of interactions were implemented in the CholMine server for cholesterol site detection.

**Cholate site training and testing.** SimSite3D pairwise comparison of the cholate sites for the two datasets is shown in Figure 5, allowing the identification of the query site within each set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query ID</th>
<th>True Positive Rate for Training Dataset</th>
<th>Unbiased True Positive Rate for Test Dataset</th>
<th>False Positive Rate for Diverse Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3KDP_CLR3001D</td>
<td>5/6 (83%)</td>
<td>4/5(80%)</td>
<td>7/139 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1ZHY_CLR1001A</td>
<td>3/4 (75%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2/139 (1.4%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.** Prediction results for using cholesterol sites in 3KDP_CLR3001D (a membrane protein) and 1ZHY_CLR1001A (a soluble protein) for detecting cholesterol sites in other proteins, plus assessment of false positives in a set of 139 non-cholesterol ligand sites. When 1ZHY_CLR1001A was used as the query in the results below, the training and test sets were inverted relative to those listed in Table 1. Query self-matches were excluded from the statistics.
that could best detect other cholate sites based on the lowest average RMSD of alignment over the most sites. The membrane protein site representative (2DYR_CHD525C) provided better predictive ability overall (Table 4). Predicting cholate sites as those matching at least 70% of the

![Figure 5. Pairwise alignment and similarity scoring.](A) All-against-all SimSite3D similarity comparison for the first dataset, which includes 4 membrane cholate binding sites and 6 soluble cholate binding sites. (B) All-against-all comparison for the second dataset, which includes another 10 soluble cholate binding sites unrelated to the first set. (See Figure 4 legend for additional details.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query ID</th>
<th>True Positive Rate for Training Dataset</th>
<th>Unbiased True Positive Rate for Test Dataset</th>
<th>False Positive Rate for Diverse Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2DYR_CHD525C</td>
<td>6/9 (67%)</td>
<td>7/10 (70%)</td>
<td>17/140 (12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2QO4_CHD130A</td>
<td>6/9 (67%)</td>
<td>1/10(10%)</td>
<td>2/140 (1.4%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Prediction results from using cholate sites 2DYR_CHD525C (best representative from a membrane protein) and 2QO4_CHD130A (best representative from a soluble protein in the second set) for alignment and scoring to predict cholate binding sites in other proteins and assess false positive rate in a set of 140 non-cholate sites. Query self-matches were excluded from the results. The training and test sets were inverted relative to Table 2 when the 2QO4 query was used.
conserved interactions in this query site gave a true positive rate of 67% for cholate sites in the training set, a true positive rate of 70% for cholates in the unbiased test set, and a false positive rate of 12% on the set of 140 diverse ligand binding sites. 2QO4_CHD130A was identified as the best representative of the second, entirely soluble cholate site dataset. When this site was used as the query to find cholate sites matching its conserved interactions, a true positive rate of 67% was observed in the entirely soluble cholate site set, a true positive rate of only 10% in the mixed membrane/soluble protein set, and a false positive rate of 1.4% when applied to the set of 140 diverse cholate sites. The decreased generalization of the soluble site query and conserved points for predicting other cholate sites was expected, since a substantial number of sites in this set came from two sites in diverse members of the \( \beta \)-clamshell bile acid binding protein family. Similarly, by being a more family-specific motif, this query’s lower false positive rate was expected on the diverse set of 140 non-cholate binding sites. The membrane cholate site query performed better as a cholate site predictor that generalizes across protein families, with almost twice the unbiased true positive rate (Table 4). Therefore, cholate site prediction in CholMine uses 2DYR_CHD525C as the query, combined with conserved interactions derived from the first dataset of mixed membrane and soluble protein cholate sites.

**Evaluating the statistical significance of the cholesterol and cholate site predictors.** The lift value is a common way to evaluate models in data mining, reflecting the enhancement in predictivity relative to random selection.\(^{44}\) Suppose the predictor rule is that A implies B (e.g., a positive prediction by CholMine implies that the site binds cholesterol). The lift value for CholMine predictions can be calculated as:

\[
Lift(A \Rightarrow B) = \frac{P(B|A)}{P(B)} = \frac{P(A \cap B)}{P(A)P(B)}
\]
\( \text{Lift}(A \Rightarrow B) > 1 \) means A and B have a positive relationship, and the numeric value reflects the n-fold enhancement of predictive rate (how many times higher?) relative to random prediction. \( \text{Lift}(A \Rightarrow B) = 1 \) indicates that A and B are independent, and \( \text{Lift}(A \Rightarrow B) < 1 \) means A and B have an inverse relationship. The chi-squared test can also be used to evaluate whether the correlation between A and B is statistically significant, by measuring the probability of there being a significant difference between the predicted versus actual result (e.g., the presence of a cholesterol binding site). For CholMine cholesterol site prediction, the lift value was 7.7, indicating CholMine is almost 8 times as effective as random prediction of cholesterol sites. The very small chi-squared P-value of 1.05e-13 indicates significant correlation between CholMine prediction and cholesterol binding. For CholMine prediction of cholate sites, the lift value is also significant (3.6), with a very small chi-squared P-value of 2.53e-08.

**GPCR cholesterol binding site prediction.** Putative cholesterol sites in class A GPCRs were analyzed as one way of testing the predictive ability of CholMine on additional cholesterol sites. The consensus motif (CCM) found in the cholesterol-binding site of human \( \beta_2 \)-adrenergic receptor (labeled as residue 412 in PDB code: 2RH1) is matched by the sequences in 44% of human class A G protein coupled receptors\(^\text{13} \). To assess the ability of CholMine to find sites matching the sequence-based consensus motif, prediction was performed on the structures available for 11 of these receptors (PDB codes: 3EML, 3PBL, 2KS9, 2Y00, 3RZE, 1U19, 2Z73, 3ODU, 3V2W, 3UON, and 4DJH; Table S2). 82% of these proteins were predicted by CholMine to bind cholesterol in the region corresponding to cholesterol 412 in PDB entry 2RH1, in PDB entries 3EML, 2KS9, 2Y00, 3RZE, 1U19, 3ODU, 3V2W, and 3UON. In addition, for the 1.8Å resolution crystal structure of the human A2a adenosine receptor (PDB entry: 4EIY), which contains 3 cholesterol-bound sites unrelated to each other by symmetry or amino acid
sequence, two of the three sites were predicted by CholMine (labeled as residues 404 and 405 in PDB entry 4EIY).

**Comparison of CholMine structure-based predictions with sequence-based predictions using the CCM, CRAC, and GXXXG motifs.** To compare the predictive ability of previously published cholesterol binding sequence motifs with that of CholMine, Sequery\textsuperscript{45} was applied to identify sequences matching each motif in crystal structures of the same proteins used for CholMine prediction (Table 1 and Tables S1 and S2). Matching the CCM, CRAC and GXXXG sequence motifs predicted the membrane protein cholesterol binding sites well (80-100% of these sites were predicted), predicted soluble sites less well (40-80%), and resulted in an unacceptable rate of false positives in the diverse dataset: 100 or more cholesterol sites were predicted in 139 sites known to bind a different ligand (Table 5).

**Table 5.** Comparison of cholesterol site prediction in true versus non-cholesterol binding sites by the CholMine conserved spatial motif versus sequence motif matching.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Relaxed CCM\textsuperscript{a}</th>
<th>CCM\textsuperscript{a}</th>
<th>CCM + Surface accessibility</th>
<th>CRAC\textsuperscript{a}</th>
<th>GXXXG\textsuperscript{a}</th>
<th>CholMine predictor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Membrane set</td>
<td>5/5(100%)</td>
<td>4/5(80%)</td>
<td>2/5(40%)</td>
<td>5/5(100%)</td>
<td>4/5(80%)</td>
<td>5/6(83%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soluble Set</td>
<td>4/5(80%)</td>
<td>2/5(40%)</td>
<td>1/5(20%)</td>
<td>3/5(60%)</td>
<td>3/5(60%)</td>
<td>4/5(80%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPCRs</td>
<td>11/11(100%)</td>
<td>10/11(91%)</td>
<td>6/11(54%)</td>
<td>11/11(100%)</td>
<td>5/11(45%)</td>
<td>9/11(82%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverse dataset</td>
<td>130/139(94%)</td>
<td>105/139(75%)</td>
<td>33/139(24%)</td>
<td>116/139(83%)</td>
<td>100/139(72%)</td>
<td>7/139(5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}Relaxed CCM: R/K-(X)\textsubscript{1,7}-I/V/L-(X)\textsubscript{1,3}-W/Y; CCM: R/K-(X)\textsubscript{2,6}-I/V/L-(X)\textsubscript{3}-W/Y; CRAC: L/Y-(X)\textsubscript{1,5}-R/K\textsubscript{15,16,17}; G(X)\textsubscript{G}.

One of the problems with sequence motif based prediction is that it does not assess the surface accessibility of the motif, which is required for cholesterol to access the site. To test whether including solvent accessibility as an additional criterion for sequence motif-based
cholesterol site prediction can solve the overprediction problem, a solvent accessible surface threshold was set at 29 Å² for matching each residue in the CCM motif, corresponding to the minimum exposed surface area per residue in the cholesterol site of human β₂ adrenergic receptor (PDB entry: 2RH1). The results show that the true positive rate for membrane protein cholesterol sites decreased from 80% to 40%, for soluble protein sites from 40% to 20%, and for GPCRs from 91% to 54% (Table 5, CCM + Surface Accessibility column). The false positive rate decreased from 75% to 24%, while still resulting in 33 false positives in 139 proteins. Overall, even when surface accessibility is considered, sequence motif prediction has an unacceptably high false positive rate for cholesterol prediction (24%) and a moderate rate of true positive prediction (20-40%), whereas CholMine structure-based prediction results in few false positives (5%) and a high true positive rate (80-83%).

**Deciphering the determinants of cholesterol binding.** For cholesterol binding site prediction in membrane proteins, all the conserved site map points representing favorable cholesterol contacts derive from hydrophobic groups, more specifically, Ile D35, Leu D36, Tyr D39, Tyr D43, Glu C840, Ile C843, Tyr C847, and Met C852 in the representative query site, 3KDP_CLR3001D (Figures 2 and 6(A)). A smaller but similar set of interactions with cholesterol at this site is identified when the single 3KDP crystal structure is analyzed by LigPlot and LigPlot⁺ 46,47 (Figure 6(B,C)). Compared with the CCM (R/K-(X)₁₋₇-I/V/L-(X)₁₋₃-W/Y) and CRAC (L/V-(X)₁₋₅-Y-(X)₁₋₅-R/K) motifs, the CholMine spatially conserved binding motif exemplified by this site contains an I-L-(X)₂-Y motif, which matches the residues at the end of the CCM and the beginning of the CRAC motif. CholMine’s conserved interaction points surround atoms on the steroid ring observed to have the highest frequency of protein interaction (Figure 6(A)). There may be several reasons for the observed lack of conserved polar
interactions with cholesterol. First, there is only a single polar group, the A-ring hydroxyl substituent, in cholesterol. In seven cholesterol sites evaluated (two sites in 2RH1 and 3AM6, and one each in 2ZXE, 3KDP, and 4DKL), there was only a single direct protein hydrogen bond to the cholesterol hydroxyl group, with water-mediated interactions to cholesterol in another structure, and no protein hydrogen bonds to the cholesterol hydroxyl group observed in any of the other cases. This suggests that the hydroxyl group may help position cholesterol correctly at the interface between the lipid bilayer and bulk solvent, rather than being a recognition determinant for binding to proteins. Also supportive of a lesser role for polar group recognition is the observation that the arginine or lysine residue in the CCM is only 22% conserved in class A GPCRs; thus interactions of this residue with cholesterol are only mildly conserved.\textsuperscript{13}

In soluble protein cholesterol binding sites, both faces of cholesterol are surrounded in the pocket, forming additional interactions with the protein. However, the conserved interaction points from soluble protein cholesterol binding sites perform less well than those from membrane proteins in predicting cholesterol sites in general (Table 3). The conserved membrane protein cholesterol interactions (Figure 6A) can predict and are characteristic of both membrane and soluble sites in unrelated proteins and are the basis for CholMine cholesterol site prediction.

**CholMine distinguishes cholesterol sites from sites occupied by acyl chain lipids.** CholMine was also applied to diverse lipid binding sites: the 22 independent acyl lipid sites in the adenosine receptor (PDB code: 4EIY) and five phosphatidylethanolamine and analog sites in PDB entries 3DDL, 2Z73, 3UTW, 3UTV (Table S3). CholMine correctly predicted that 21 out of 22 sites in the adenosine receptor do not bind cholesterol, and the same for all five of the phosphatidylethanolamine sites.
Figure 6. (A) Sodium/potassium-transporting ATPase cholesterol site (PDB entry 3KDP, residue D3001) used as the representative query for CholMine predictions. Purple spheres represent conserved interaction points in the membrane proteins binding cholesterol (from Figure 2), displayed in the context of the representative site from 3KDP. The green dashed lines connect the conserved interaction points to corresponding protein atoms. Cholesterol atoms colored in green contact a protein atom in 60% of the training set sites, atoms colored yellow have a 30-60% frequency of contact, and atoms colored in red contact the protein in <30% of the sites. (B) For comparison, LigPlot+ 3-dimensional view (shown with PyMOL; Schrödinger, New York, NY; http://pymol.org) of key sodium/potassium-transporting ATPase cholesterol interactions identified in just the single structure of 3KDP. (C) Alternative LigPlot 2-dimensional view of these interactions.
Discriminating cholesterol and cholate sites from other steroid sites. To test whether CholMine can distinguish cholesterol sites from steroid binding sites in general, a variety of non-homologous crystal structures were tested: the progesterone sites in PDB entries 1A28, 2AA6, 2BAB, and 2HZQ, the estradiol sites in 1AQU, 1E6W, 1JGL, 1LHU, and 3OLL, and the testosterone sites in 2AM9, 1J96, and 3KDM (Table S3). 10 out of the 12 sites were predicted as non-cholesterol sites, with two false positives, in 1AQU and 1J96. The cholesterol site predictor was also applied to the cholate training and test sets (Table 2) and vice versa (Table 1). The cholesterol site predictor predicts 30% of the training and 30% of the test set of cholate sites. The cholate site predictor predicts 57% of the membrane cholesterol sites and 80% of the soluble sites. Thus, cholesterol and cholate sites are harder to discriminate than cholesterol and steroid sites in general, and again we see a higher level of discrimination of cholesterol relative to cholate sites. Reasons for this are discussed below in the section below, “Comparison of cholesterol and cholate binding site conservation”.

Bacterial membrane proteins for evaluating false positive predictions. Bacteria contain no cholate or cholesterol. Thus, known ligand sites, mostly lipid-binding, were analyzed in 109 low-homology bacterial membrane protein structures (Table S4) as an additional stringent test of the false positive rate for cholesterol and cholate site prediction. Eleven of the 109 sites, or 10%, were falsely predicted as potential cholesterol sites. When analyzed as potential cholate sites, 14 (13%) sites were predicted. Though nominally these are false positives, eubacteria are known to contain sterol-like molecules including cyclic hopanoids, tetrahymanol, and squalene.48,49 Thus, it remains possible that some sites that were occupied by unnatural molecules in the bacterial crystal structures may natively bind sterol-like molecules.
**Cholate binding determinants.** Cholate is an important detergent for membrane proteins and also a representative of bile acids that act as hormones, pheromones, and important metabolites of cholesterol. CholMine was trained for cholate site prediction similarly to the protocol for cholesterol, and the determinants for cholate binding in membrane proteins were found to differ somewhat from those in soluble proteins. For membrane protein cholate binding sites, the conserved interaction points were all hydrophobic. In the representative 2DYR_CHD525C (cytochrome c oxidase) site used for CholMine prediction, these interactions arise from TrpC99, HisA233, TrpA288, TyrA304A, and PheA305 (Figure 7). The latter trio of residues serve to anchor cholate in the binding pocket. Out of the 10 training set cholate molecules, half of the O3 hydroxyl groups (on the A ring of cholate) formed water-mediated and two formed direct hydrogen bonds to the protein. The O7 and O12 hydroxyls (on the B and C rings) formed fewer hydrogen bonds to protein: two O7 and four O12 water-mediated hydrogen bonds were observed, and 1 direct hydrogen bond was found in the 10 sites, with a low degree of conservation. The tail carboxylate oxygens formed 7 direct H-bonds overall, which were spatially varied in position.

**Comparison of cholesterol and cholate binding site conservation.** To understand why the number of conserved interaction points is greater for cholate sites (Figure 7) compared with cholesterol (Figure 6), the crystallographic mobility of atoms in these ligands was compared. In the training set of 10 cholate sites, the crystallographic B-factor average for cholate atoms was 48 Å², whereas in the training set of 7 cholesterol sites, the B-factor average for cholesterol atoms was 1.5 times as high (74 Å²), reflecting significant mobility. Higher atomic mobility is thus likely the reason for fewer spatially conserved interactions in cholesterol sites.
Figure 7. Conserved interaction points for CholMine cholate site prediction (purple spheres) are shown in the context of the interactions between the representative membrane protein query site 2DYR_CHD525C from cytochrome c oxidase, and its bound cholate molecule (white tubes with oxygen atoms in red). Essential residues contributing to the conserved interaction are labeled.

A generally similar pattern is seen in the edges and faces of cholate and cholesterol that predominate in forming conserved interactions with protein sites (Figure 8). Discrimination between cholesterol and cholate binding is not via polar interactions (which are not conserved across cholate or cholesterol sites), but by conserved interactions at the bend between the steroid A and B rings and near the center of the tail in cholate, versus a paucity of conserved interactions at the A-B ring junction or hydrophobic tail region in cholesterol. The conformational diversity of the tails when cholate and cholesterol bind to different sites results in their termini not being well conserved spatially whereas they still experience different chemical environments. Detecting differences in the general protein environments of the alpha face of the steroid ring (upper face in Figure 8) and the tail termini in cholate (polar) versus cholesterol (hydrophobic) sites will be a focus for enhancements in CholMine, as well as expanding the training data sets.
Figure 8. SimSite3D-identified conserved interactions for cholate (yellow) and cholesterol (blue) recognition abound along the groove formed between the row of C18, C19, and C21 methyl groups on the beta (lower) face of the steroid and the edge of the steroid ring system. The view on the right is rotated roughly 90 degrees about a vertical axis through the center of each molecule. Cholate sites are distinguished from cholesterol primarily based on interactions with the relatively conserved C22-C23 tail orientation in cholat, and numerous conserved interactions associated with the strongly bent (5-beta configuration) joint between the A and B rings of the cholate steroid ring system. Because the tail configurations are conformationally diverse in different binding sites, conserved interactions are absent in the C24-C25 region.

**Computational efficiency of the CholMine server.** For the 261 cholesterol, cholate, and other ligand sites analyzed here, the maximum protein volume for site map generation was <10,000 Å$^3$ (a box with edges of ~21 Å), and each prediction completed in less than 5 minutes (the time to exhaustively check and score all orientations of the user-defined cleft versus the representative site, then filter for conserved interaction matches). For the majority of cases, the server elapsed time was < 3 minutes per site.

**CONCLUDING DISCUSSION**

CholMine, a predictor for cholesterol and cholate binding in protein 3-dimensional structures, has been established as a free web server at http://cholmine.bmb.msu.edu. This
approach is based on the determination of conserved interactions for cholesterol and cholate binding to non-homologous membrane and soluble protein sites in PDB structures. SimSite3D alignment and scoring of site similarity serves as the first layer of prediction, considering the chemical interactions that can be made with the protein and their degree of surface match, independent of ligand information or protein structural conservation. This approach allows CholMine to focus on spatial conservation of chemical interactions rather than residue conservation. Requiring 70% match of the conserved spatial interactions of known cholesterol or cholate sites serves as the second layer of prediction, ruling out the vast majority of false positives in a dataset of diverse soluble ligand sites (resulting in a 5% false positive rate for cholesterol and 12% for cholate sites) and a slightly higher rate when applied to a dataset of diverse membrane proteins (10% for cholesterol and 13% for cholate sites). CholMine can predict 80% of known cholesterol and 70% of known cholate binding sites in diverse protein families including soluble and membrane proteins from different species, when applied to sites unrelated to those used in training. CholMine can discriminate ~75% of sites containing other steroids from cholesterol binding sites. Cholate site prediction is less steroid-selective; it also predicts two-thirds of the known cholesterol sites, likely due to the limited availability of non-homologous cholate sites for training the predictor. This problem can be addressed by periodic updating of the training set. However, the false positive rate of cholate site prediction on non-steroid sites is 5-fold lower, even for diverse lipid sites in membrane proteins.

Hydrophobic interactions focused along the groove between the steroid methyl group substituents and the ring system itself are found to be the major conserved determinants for the recognition of both cholesterol and cholate, with their polar groups not contributing to conserved interactions. Classical motifs for cholesterol site prediction have focused on amino acid residue
conservation, and tend not to generalize well to other protein families, with particularly limited performance for predicting known binding sites in soluble proteins. Sequence motif-based prediction also results in many false positives (with 70% or more of 139 diverse non-cholesterol, non-cholate binding sites falsely predicted), which overwhelms the number of true positive predictions. The enhanced predictive specificity and selectivity of CholMine is based on inferring shared 3-dimensional shape and chemical information from non-homologous sites. This approach is now being generalized to create a LigPattern server that discovers the shared interaction determinants of other important regulatory ligands and substrates, including polar molecules such as adenosine.
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